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THE TROUBLE WITH TOWER HALL
State Report Cites
Spartana Unsafe Conditions
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t,olit in pito
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had needine pei
reinfor, e’ merits tn.er
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’Hie State Division of Architect.
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college trustees at a March 21.
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Candidates File Charge
’SPUR’ Now ’KEY

/1 HON Borns!
fermal complaint was filed
with tile 1-.I,,Tion Board yesterday
mipus political party
agais.
ii ,n-party sophomore
KEY la
represen t a I e candidates.
The candidates, Fred Best, freshman class vice president, and (11iff
maintain
Gultermarc freshman,
that KEY is an outgrowth of the
fouryear-ohi political party SPUR
which was ban.ned front the SJS
campus this all sustil the fall of

ling unfairly and illegally and has
injured the chances of other candi
dates to he elected to office."
Both maintain that "in essence
KEY IS SPUR."
"The mere changing of a name
is not sufficient penalty tor a
proven trespass against the st dent laxly. The organization shout, i
be punished, not the name," tho
duo claim.
"We believe that adherence to
to former judicial decision is neees
sary to preserve the ideals and
1963.
The complaint will be presented values of strident goverrunetit.’’
today at a special closed meeting they said.
Attorney General Harris d
of the ASH Judiciary in the College Union. According to Mike Spartan Daily that "the Jurli,:
Harm attorney general, if the will interpret its previous dem,
comaldiai is liallced valid, it will made in the fall."
IS OUT OF 26
be presented at this Friday’s
Of the total 26 candidates 1,1n weekly Jidirsary meeting.
ning for election, la are on N.
RIA/I’EST PROBE
Beth men request "a full and slate and eight are runnip4 inimmediate Investigation of the dependently.
Bruce Wiseman, only candidati
KEY -SPUR relationship to determine to what degree the election (apprising KEY candidate Steve
standards and principles have been Larson for the AS11 presideneY
amides-I and to compensate those told Spartan Daily last night: "I’m
THiS IS BAD! Spartan Daily member Betty Lucandidates not with the party for not running against KEY. I’m cambrano and Mike Murphy survey the deplorable
paigning
against
Steve
Larson.
Alintistices done to them."
conditions in the basement of Tower Hall where
though
the
entire
executive
counLast fall SPUR was charged
the Psychology Laboratory woo formerly located.
sit violating the Election Code. cil slate is comixs(al of unripp.,
Besides the failing paint and plaster shown here
The party printed a list of names KEY candidates, politics is
if pictures of [tarty candidates t ics."
Commenting on the duo’s coma Spartan Daily party adverplaint, Larson said: "Under the ant
The .1.1,1 iciary decision announced’ cumstances, everything should
at ’he 1:::1. taate from Jeff Davis, cleared up as quickly as poss..
’deekly Elementary Mathematics
I’m convinced that the
chief ji-tlai
I.tirichment lectures by members
-our final case to this date in- decision will be fair and just."

*

A

t,itnpus political or.
’I ’It flay not endorse. ,
suriisior . mterorw any person1
:ry
or appointive ASH1
atter the 1963 fall
eimo..\k, hat an individual
ar -.late of candidates for
on ASIt
or appointive potafl
it.pt employ or endorse
17, r,
’
in his campaign
‘; Laiii fall elect ons.’
’Al TING UNFAIRLY’
t erman, in their.
cis:id:ma say that "KEY is act-

KEY CHAIRMAN
KEY chairman Al lienninger
said, "We don’t feel the charges
are justified because when KEY
petitioned for recognition rceently
a majority of the 50 pet sons souring the petition were not attiliated
with Stilt."
Ile continued, "Ve’re elarl this
matter will be settled once and
for all."
Non-party sophomore representative candidate Martin Sienna!
said, "If the Judiciary determines
that KEY is really SPUR, the
political patty should be prosecuted."
The duo’s complaint wic filed
with Gary Wexler. Heel lc ,’:.,,trd
chairman.

Students Echo
Tower Hall
Reactions
By RON LEINIO
.
"I’m in favor of revaniping Tower Hall."
In a random. informal survey
yesterday on the (-losing of Tower
Hall, senior psycholut.ty thajor Kirk
Ian’s comment wa.s typical of
, made by most students.
wouldn’t want it torn down.
"es character to the school,"
INia,Iiin said.

II Drii:
St to I’. litioal Writer
The anti-MUN movement organized by SJS student Tom Di Pim,
is gaining momentum on the local
and national levels.
Di Pippo said he talked with Sen.
J. G. Sourwine ID-Nevi, chief
counsel for the United States Senate Internal Seeurity Subcommittee. yesterrlay about the legality of
Nikolai
Fedorenkri’s visit to San
Jose.
According to Sen. Sourwine, it
legal for Fedorenko, the permanent
Russian representative to the IN .
to come to Santa Clara County.

the SJS campus will resume today.
ales Dorothy Stewart and Willard Curtis will discuss "Identity ,

p.m. in Fila134. and again at 2:30
in ED :23a. The second leeture time
and place is a change front that
Used previously and will he used
fits the remain der of the semester.
Mrs. Stewart is a teacher ,a1
leave trom Frank M. Black Junior
High School. Houston, Texas.
This set lea of lectures is designerl
to be tit specific’ interest to pros pee, ive elementary school teachers
Di Pippo said he is expecting reand persons interested in the newl
of elementary mathe- ports from the Internal Security
dira-ti’
Council on Fedrarenko this week.
maties education.
In reply to student body president Bill Hauck’s comment that
Fedorenko’s visit will attract attention to SJS, Di Pippo said that it
"definitely will attract attention.
and we promise you more action
than you expected."

T.

’BUT THAT’S MY STEELIE’

"I think the MUN is a big it
all those little clowns plaiti
games. It serves no educ atici m
purpose. It just emulates and
ies rather than taking an objet ’
look at the U.N.," Di l’ippo can
tinued.
"I wouldn’t oppose it if it were
an educational experience. Quite
obviously, when people emulate
they: are not being educated," hei
emphasized.
I
the MUN cessions. Di

Dr. Befit-en Talks
On Reading Tips
Tue. on improving readg
in sawed
romprehension will he presenteri tonight by Dr. Paul Betten. assistant professor of education. itt
Allen Hall’s informal lounge 40

and

AMY

LEADERSHIP REACTION TESTS were given San
Jose State ROTC members during tfusir recent
tour of duty at Fort Ord. Being briefed by Ken
Hameln, M S IV, are junior ROTC students
Albert Carlson, Herman Radloff, John Pesek,
Mel,’in Raley and Stanley Price. The consensus
af students is that
this was the highlight train-

ing of the entire year. Col. Edwin T. Rios exclaimed, "The trip was an exceptionally rewarding training experience. Ford Ord’s support was
magnificent and unselfish while being up to the
highest tsandards of cooperation received anywhere."

Most of the students favoring
the renovation of Tower Hall mentioned its "beauty- or "landmark value.
"It is about the most beautiful
place on campus." Nancy Hackett
sophomore political science malor.

there are cracks in the floor and standing water
collected from leaks in the basement casing.
See Spartan Daily’s exclusive story for the official
engineer’s report.

n

of the Academie Year Institute on

Numbers: Zero and One" at 12:30

*

sai’d’it’s a monument to the srhool.
I hope something can he done to
. make it safe. I don’t think it should
be kept open if it isn’t safe." dea
or
n
sgolanrnn
ela red fre.smh
Lindee Rouse.a
’
Expressing herself a little more
emphatically. senior English major
Betty Sauer smiled. "I’m heartbroken about the whole thing. It is
[Pippo said his group is planning a an important landmark not only. to
the college, but to the city Everygreat deal of protest action.
The group, according to Di Pippo, one stays it is better built and svill
is not officially sponsored by any- stand up longer than Centennial
one. "It is a group of Pilate stuMurvin Goff. 27 -year-old chemisdents and citizens of the state and
try major, questioned the practivalley.- he said.
Tht* hau arranged for newspa- cality of repairing the building. "0
per columnist Fulton Lewis III to would be a shame to lose a landspeak at 3 p.m , April 23. in E132. mark. but if its tao daneerous
Also speaking tin the United Na- have classes in it. ’’list’ it down If
tions will be Donald L. Jackson. it’s reasonable to rent vote it, then
retired Southern t’alifornia Con- renovate it
gressman, who will talk at 11 a.m..
"It’s bound to come down some
April 26, in Rooms A and 11 of the time. and it may as well be now."
,ateteria.
stated Russ Leavitt, 21 -year-old
Two movies. "Katanga The Un- pre-medicine student. "I would like
told Story," and "Revolt in Hun- it to stay %% here it is. hut I think
%%ill be shown continuously it’s more important to get a few
arri
in 1.1.i.!
new buildings."
Sound trucks announcing pmtest
Speaking frankly, junior chemisir,tivities will cruise in the down - try. Ma* )r Jerry Rivera said, "Tow"’"San Jose and SJS campus er Hall doesn’t mean a thing to
a:
!hi.
li-ot the session.
me. At one time it was probably
a nice builidng, but now it’s lacking. If they’re going to build new
buildings like this one , Silence
miming,. they might as well tear
that one down."

Russian Ambassador’s Visit ’
Stirs Anti-MUN Movemen

Math Enrichment
Lecture Today

ioned tile Election Board’s prose,in
the campus political
pay Catt’R The ASH Judiciary
load SP1’11 guilty as charged of
thi?
,if the Election Code.
;V,. :cooed on a penalty that

*

designed for vertical
loads. but seriously deficient for
horizontal forms, such as those of
an Part hquake
11’NSTABLE (TALMO
Morris Dailey Auditorium. built
10 yPaIN after the original structure, was also found to be covered
With a roof inadequate in resisting
horiziinta1 shocks.
Under the roof. inspectors reportedly found a few spots where
the ceiling was so unstable that it
would (Imp during a strong tremor.
Calculations made by the inves’Igating team indicate that one col ’.n in the south wing is badly
nrete
.erstressed, and if the coc
.1rngih
were low, up to a dozen
more colunins could likewise toe
overstressed, the revirt stated.

Dr Bet ten’s speech, "How Well
Should College Students Read." is
planned to assist those people who
wish to improve their rearlitsg
As head of the Remedial Programat SJS, Betten has assisted
many students with reading faults
His department is operating at a
capacity load at this time,

Texas Univ. Prof
To Highlight Week
For Pan America
.i

ha:Y.11c: In,
of Pan Anima,

.
\Veek

,
1.:

It
"
NI 1,1-i, ic
I au Latin
Ameriean
sersity of Texas, will discuss "Latin America and
a
the United States
A New Era" tomorrow at 11 30
i n the Colleste Theater
1 lowing the address will be a
invitational luncheon for
the speaker in the Cafeteria. As
part of t
!,sct, ,t in. Latin
American
e been displayed thro o.sniiaii lb, eek by the
Library. and the Natural Seienee
and Home Economies departments
P.m Amic
etan Week araivities. a
tradition at SiS for several dec.
:ales. isimmemorates the first international aonference of American
states held in 1890.
The first conferenee. a landmark,
in
S -Latin American relations,
was the first step in the hope that
a eonfederation of New World
States would he formed for mutual.
[protection and onderstanding.

ARCHED WINDOWS
55 arched windows
A total
were inspected and in some areas
cracks were evident in practieally
all of these arches, they stated.
Cracks about 1ai inch wide were
found in :17 arches and when stucco
at two of these breaks was removed it was lound that the cracks
extended into the concrete, according to the report.
In the ceiling of the first story
arcade. over the court entrance
near the center of the south wing,
a number of cracks are also evident
At the south and north ends of
a connecting passage, adjacent to
the Science Building, cracks in several places have loosened some of
the plaster, states the report.
NEW CRACKS
During an investigation of the
Tower after a Sept_ 4, 1955, earthquake, it was found that there
were several new cracks in the
Tower both in the plaster anti concrete.
The more recent inspection resettled some more minor cracks in
the plaster ceiling over the fifth
floor. as well as considaratile areas,
01 plaster peeled loose from the underside of a sla b river the. fourth
floor and also above the third floor.
It has also iieen found that the
mesh reinforeing in the %salts is
less than required by the state
building code, stated the report.
Loose. falling tile on wood canopies oVer w" exits at the east
snie of Tower Hall, adjacent to the
north ando
suth sides of the auditorium is another art-a of conoern
to the etysineets
E
BLFRY
HAZARD
The belfry also tell under the eye
of the investigators who found the
bell reportedly wek-hing two tons
inadequately supported by hens y
timbers resting three high on a
wood frame.
These heavy timbers a re 0-tenancy’ together and are not anchored against lateral forces. constituting a -considerable hazard’. in
an earthquake condition.
Reinforcing to bring the building
up to earthquake-proof standards
would cost at least $757.724, according to the rersart It also estimated the cost for replacini; Tower
Hall at $2,OnOciat

Man Has Non -Hostile
Nature Ciainis Montagu
IS 111 ill ill
The O. estern isincept that man
in the flesh is a nasty, brutal, hostile creature hasn’t got a leg to
stand on, isn’t verifiable and is entirely false, anthropologist Dr Ashley Montagu told an overflravine
audience yesterday in Concert Hall
Discussing "The Nature of Human Nature," Dr Montagu said
that Western thinking hsta been
conditioned to apply the biological
iaincepts of Darwin, later codified
la. Herbert Spencer and Sigmund
Freud. to the behavior of human
beings "The warfare of nature
expounded by Darwin’s ’survival of
the fittest’does not apply to intrinsic human nature." he said
Disputing Freud.% concept of
twin as having two main drives

the love and lieilth ,111%..’
with
the death drive winnint: riot. Dr
Mantami de,larrat that human leings are born "stood-.
Defining coral as "behavior that
is calculated to confer sulaival benefits upon others.’ he said that hu
inan beings are eh:immense,’ by. a
tremendous interdependeraN
and
the greatest of their need, is the
need for lose
"Human tame. stand in need of
he said. "and you need thetn "
Human beines are t’aPaide of
learning more than any tither creature on this earth, said Dr Montagu. "but they ale also capable of
learning many rn 0 r e unsound
things"
He said that this is particularly
(-Orient in people’s concepts of human nature.
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Readers Comment on Tower Closing
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Thrust and Parry

irbe (Column
By GEORGE MARTIN

American Indians Make Lousy Lovers

A bright white moon peeked from behind steel gray clouds,
giving them shining silver linings. as I opened the car door and
she slid out. It was Tuesday evening of Easter week, and she had
made the long traverse from the piney campus of Humboldt State
College for the holidays.
The car door swung shut, the noise echoing down the empty
street. and hand in hand we walked up the path to her front door.
"It was a nice night," I said. "It seems a shame to say goodnight."
"yes," she said, then added. "but before I go, let me tell you
the most beautiful Indian legend I heard up at Humboldt."
"Great," I said, happy to be spending a few more minutes with
a truly delightful young lady, hearing what promised to be a truly
delightful story.
She began, and the changing light from the moon and the clouds
played beautiful tricks wtih her complexion and the highlights in
her reddish hair.
"It happened back in the days before the White Man came to
the north coastal area of California," she said. "A beautiful Indian
maiden lived in a village near what is now Arcata, and two braves
were competing for her hand.
"The two braves’ names were Tall Trees and Falling Rocks,"
she went on, "and both were very much in love with the girl.
"But Laughing Waters, for that was the maiden’s name, liked
both of the braves the same, and for all of her trying, she couldn’t
decide between the two."
Just then the moon went behind a cloud and a quick breeze
set the leaves on a nearby tree to rustling. She stopped a moment,
and then continued.
"Laughing Waters was desperate." she said, "so she told her
father of her problem and he suggested a solution.
"Both of the braves would go out into the forest, and try to
hunt down a mountain lion. The first one to return with one, would
be judged the winner, and would obtain the hand of Laughing
Waters.
"So, on the appointed day, the two braves left from opposite
sides of the village on their quest. Tall Trees proved to be the
lucky one; he met a mountain lion that same morning, and killed
it in a close fight.
"Tired, bleeding. but happy beyond words, Tall Trees dragged
the mountain lion back to the village and claimed his lovely bride.
"But the happiness of the occasion was marred by the absence
of Falling Rocks," she said, and her lovely face turned serious and
gad. "The village waited, and the days stretched into weeks, but
Falling Rocks never returned.’’
She paused, and the sense of tragedy welled up in me and spilled
over in a quiet sigh. The moon slid out from behind its cloud, and
the silver highlight reappeared in her hair. My eyes moistened.
"You know," she said, "they’re still looking for him up there."
"Really?" I said.
"Yes. Even now, you can be driving along a quiet forest road,
and they have big signs out, ’Watch r)it For Falling Rocks.’"

’Conserve Tower,’
Conservatives Cry

Aesthetically, Tower
Compares Very Well

Editor:
The doom of Tower Hall at
this time seems sealed; classes
have been moved out of the
structure and its corridors hase
been sealed off. The oldest part
of the college, the traditional
symbol of San Jose State. may
be torn down because, in some
architect’s opinion, it is inefficient and unsafe in the event
of an earthquake. These arguments are puny indeed when one
considers as a whole the condition of the buildings of this
campus.
Can you imagine hundreds of
students trying madly to exit
from, say. Centennial Hall in
event of an earthquake or, more
likely. fire? Just try to get out
of that building in less than 10
minutes some morning just after
classes let out. It’s a fire-trap!
Certainly in opportunities for
escape alone, an old building like
Tower Hall is much safer than
a new structure such as Centennial Hall.
It is claimed that Tower Hall
is not of strong enough construction to withstand an earthquake,
but it has stood for more than
50 years and still is usable. On
the other hand, our modern,
earthquake-proof library addition that was built a few years
ago had begun to sag and collapse after only one year of use!
The brand new engineering
lecture room I E132) has a deeply
cracked floor and even such fine
outstanding examples of modern building techniques as the
men’s residence halls on Tenth
Street have cracks in the walls.
Besides these facts, one must
consider that Tower Hall is indisputably the most beautiful
building on campus; its aesthetic
value alone makes it irreplaceable.
We appeal to the Administration, the Faculty, and the Student Body at large to exert all
the influence in their power to
save Tower Hall. Let our appeal
not be in vain!
Al Mason
ASB A164?
Richard L. Sutter
ASB A39
Jim Avery
ASB 73?
Richard Reeh
ASB A.2183
Bill Baker
A11917

Editor:
I ant truly sad to see Tower
Hall perish; it was one of the
extremely rare parts of San Jose
State College a student could
speak of with a note of pride.
The majority of the other buildings on this campus are lifted
from the bottom of an architectural cesspool and labeled:
"Education Building." "Art
Building," "Health Building," ad
nauseam. There is no lack of
funds for building these abortions, or overgrown brick outhouses, but it appears impossible
to raise the pittance required to
keep Tower Hall. As for the condemnation of the building. I’m
sure the State Division of Architects is competent; I have the
Library as proof.
Steven Rupp
ASB A13877
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Benson: ’Tower Hall
Will Last 1000 Years’
Editor:
Ms friend Benson tells me that
the only safe construction in California these days is reinforced
concrete with sliding joints for
earthquake protection. As he explains it, the real danger to other types of construction is not
actually from earthquakes, nor
from flood, atomic blast, or termites, but from the State Division of Architecture. Fortunately, the Washington Monument,
the Cathedral of Notre Dame,
and the great pyramid at Gaza
are safe, i.e., beyond their reach.
Benson proposes that an effort
be made to prevent the destruction of Tower Hall, not so much
because it is the only pleasant
spot in an increasingly ugly campus in an increasingly ugly city,
but for its use to scientists of the
future. As Benson sees it, a thousand years from now, Tower
Hall, standing proudly under its
load of ivy and tradition, will
guide archeologists searching the
piles of rubble corresponding to
the Library and Centennial Hall.
John Ogle
Al2:13

Student Feels Safer:
Tower Hall Closed
Editor:
I’m sure glad they closed
Tower Hall! I used to have a
class in Morris Dailey Auditorium and I just knew it wasn’t
safe
Now we meet in TH55.
Rich Freeland
A SB 6535

’Collegiate’ Building
Should Be Discussed
Editor:
Now is the time for all students of San Jose State to rejoice. It took a long time, but
thanks to very shrewd planning,
we can say gorxiby to the only
building on campus that even
made this area look like a college. Actually, we must look at
this move as our administration
would. What possible good can a
building be to the school when it
only looks like a college building,
serves almost 1,700 students,
many division and faculty offices,
and is the only remnant of our
past? I am sure all of you would

agree that it would be much
wiser to replace all of this with
a nice sterile, prison -like building
designed by that glorious group
of individuals known as the State
Division of Architecture.
The most interesting item
about the whole process of the
closing of Tower Hall is the time
It was done. With no one on campus to disagree and complain as
would have been the case, it was
seen fit to make the decision
when those who would benefit or
be hurt could not have any say.
I would like to know the real
reason that Tower Hall was
closed. I would like those people
responsible to explain why the
estimates of repairs were so far
out of proportion. As a taxpayer,
the removal of Tower Hall and
the possible addition of a new
building at a cost of at least that
of our new Education Building
will present an additional hardship to me. I propose that our
administration hold an open
meeting for all those interested
so that the whole problem can be
aired with no hearsay involved.
This is not a move to be taken
lightly.
I hope that other individuals
also will see the foolishness of a
move like this being made without a thorough discussion of the
matter with those affected-the
Students.
James F. Francis
ASB A8519

Editor:
After listening to the lecture
of Ashley Montagu on Wednesday about the nature of human
nature, I think it was unfortunate that we did not have the opportunity to challenge his statements.
First, after listening to his
light handling of 19 centuries of
Western thought and dismissing
them all as false, I began to
wonder if Montagu expected us
to take him seriously as a scholar or simply to ’enjoy’ his flamboyance!
Second, if we are to take him
seriously, then I challenge his
academic honesty. One cannot
lump together the thought of St.
Paul, the early Chuich Fathers,
Hobbes, Marx and Freud with
their pessimistic view of man
and then lightly say they are all
wrong. St. Paul seemed to be the
starting point for Montagu, but
it is simply bad scholarship to
take Paul’s view of the unreconciled man and say this is the
totality of Paul’s views on man.
Paul’s view of the reconciled
man was anything but pessimistic and he certainly did not see
man as a ’brutish brat’ when
man’s ego is centered on God!
Montagu conveniently chose to
ignore this other side of the Biblical view of man.
Third, it seemed to me that
Montagu drew his conclusion
that all Western thought about
man is wrong by his examination
of the new born baby. I would
be the first to grant that the
new born baby is born ’good.’ It
is what happens to him when
he grows up and participates in
the conflicting inter-personal
struggles of adulthood that we
see him becoming ego-centered

The Opening of the NEW NEWMAN CLUB
Tonight at 8:00 p.m.
Hear SJS Student DICK DOWDALL
kick off a new discussion series
79 South 5th Street
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$1.395, KSJS usill not hi. able IQ
pay the engineers for their sec..
ices and maintenance of ’;r
transmitter unless other limn.
cial assistance is procured.
Ronald C. Grim.%
Station Manager
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Program Director
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KSJS Explains
erograms, Budget
Editor:
On behalf of KSJS we offer
this reply to this column dated
4-4-63 concerning the San Jose
State College FM Station-KSJS
--by the four students who were
oencerned with the program material aired by KSJS.
The KSJS music format includes popular, standards, light
dinner music, classics, jazz and
folk music.
We are forwarding copies of
our April program guide to
Messrs. Mac Phee, S. Toomey,
D. Toomey and Gill.
The KSJS budget request to
the ASB for the 1963-64 academic year was for $1,799, not
"$18,000 I less $1,001."
With the present allocation of

Montagu Shouldn’t
Be Taken Seriously

ANNOUNCING

The program is open to all

and the .hzullsh brat.’ It was
with the adult person, not the
baby, that Hobbes, Marx and
Freud were dealing when they
examined the nature of human
nature. And it seemed to me that
their conclusions were a darned
sight more helpful in our corning
to grips with the existential human problem than was that of
Montagu.
Don Emmet
Pre.,1,?, tern, n t ammo., Pa.st or for
United Calliplis Christian Felo%ship
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Orders ro gr, I ’ r
All Beef Burgers
Chips
Dill Pieldes
Tomato
Lettuce
Onions
Relish
Delicious
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Oneampus.gi,
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Mans
Loom of Dottie Gillis," eft.)

HOW TO GET EDUCATED
ALTHOUGH ATTENDING COLLEGE
In your quest for a college degree, are you becoming a narrow
specialist, or are you being educated in the broad, classical
sense of the word?
This question is being asked today by many serious observers
-including my barber, my roofer, and my little dog $pot and it would be well to seek an answer.
Are we becoming experts only in the confined area of our
majors, or does our knowledge range fur and wide? Do
r
example, know who fought in the Battle of Jenkins’ I.
Kant s epistemology, or Planck’s constant, or Valsalva’s
ver, or what Wordsworth was doing ten miles abovr
Abbey?
If we do not,;,-we are turning, alas, into specialists.
then can we broaden our vistas, lengthen our horizons -become, in short, educated?
Well sir, the first thing we must do is throw away our curricula. Tomorrow, instead of going to the SallIP old clas-es. let
us try something new. Let us not think tit* college its a
discipline, but as a kind of vast academie smorgasliord.
all kinds of tempting intellectual tidbits to savor. Let’s ,tart
sampling tomorrow.
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We will begin the day with a stimulating seminar in Hittite
artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biology and spend a
happy hour with the sea slugs. Then we will open our pores by
(frilling a spell with the ROTC. Then we’ll go over to journalism
and tear out the front page. Then we’ll go to the medical school
and autograph some casts. Then we’ll go to home economica
and have lunch’.
And between classes we’ll smoke Marlboro Cigarettes. Tlik,
let me emphasize, is not an added fillip to the broadening of
our education. This is an essennig. To learn to live fully and
well is an important pert of education, and Marlboros are an
important part of living fully and well. What a itense of milpleteness you will get from Marllains’s fine tobaccf,s, frsto
Marlisom’a pure filter! What flavor Ala rlboro delivers! Through
that immaculate filter comes flavor in full measure, flavor st. it le
out stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled rare dendr:s
flavor holding both its sides. This triumph of the tobacconist
art COMPS to you in soft pack or Flip-Top box and can be lighted
with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing
two small Indians together.
When we have embarked on this new regimen -or, msre
accurately, lock of regimen- we will soon be cultured as all
get out. When strangers aCrost us on the street and say, "MI
was Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern Abbey, hey?’
we will no longer slink away in silent abashment. We will reel,’
loud and Hear:
’An any truly educated person knows, Wordsworth, Shelley,
and Keats used to go to the Widdienmhe Fair every year for
the poetry-writing contests and three-legged mem both of
which they enjoyed lyrically. Well sir, imagine their chasnn
when they arrived at the Fair in 1776 and learned that Oliver
Cromwell, uneasy because Guy Fawkes hiatt just invented the
spinning jenny, had cancelled all public gatherings, including
the Widdicombe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was no ItMet
that he drowned himself in a butt of malmsey. Keats went to
London and became Charlotte Bronte. Wordsworth ran blindly
inte the forest until he collapsed in a heap ten miles above
’Tintern Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbir.ig and
kicking his little fat legs. At length, peace r.eturned to him. fle
looked around, noted the heal tv of the forest, and Wa. SO MnVed
that he wrote Joyce Kilmer’i. immortal Trees . And that,
Rin814-3991c, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles alses
Tinter) Abbey."
eel Ara tourame
Poets and peasants. students and teachers, ladies and gentle
nien---all know gnu get a lot to like in a Vlarthorraraitable
where’ in tpareftes are sold on all MI Stales.
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Pageant Femmes Display Beauty,
Fashions, Charm This Weekend

lee Ift *eget
By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

Return From Gremmieland
sick
iny v,- ding about surfers and you’ve
a t know anything about ti,, "abject. You’re 99.44 per cent
,ht. I was on a surf board when I was, 12 years old on a visit to
aral haven’t been that close to one since.
find out why buggy Pants, lung hair and
So 1 decided to
,waies’’ are the thing. Los Angeles was the most likely place and
where I spent my Easter t.acation. (My home is in the North,
A neat little guy, Sandcrab this nickname is Stever, was my
lie told me why a 9-6 board is so popular, explained what
is (that’s a little surfer named after our photo editor,
.
about waxing your board, wipe-outs, riding the curl,
en the nose and how Hap Jacobs makes darn good boards.
Crab also dances tip a storm and he and his brother have a
aeord collection that can’t be beat. He’s also an avid reader of a
:,Agazine, ’The Surfer," which has become the surfer’s Bible.
ENGAGEMENTS
Rae Edgerton, junior recreation major from San Leandro, to
Thompson, Theta Xi, junior social science major from
Pleasanton. Dec. 15 will be their wedding day.
Cherie Phinney, Delta Zeta, junior nursing major from Encino,
Bel Burke. Lambda Chi Alpha. graduate of University of Washaston and an engineer at IBM in San Jose. The wedding will be
held Jan. 25. 1964..
Linda McCune, sophomore sociology major from Castro Valley,
Mike Lucero, senior industrial arts education major from San
podro.
Connie Loveday, Kates’ Kappa Gamma, junior elementary eduMimi and psychology major from Campbell, to Larry Clark, former
eudent at the University of Oregon, from Carmel.
Bonnie Parks, junior elementary education major from Burbank,
to Don Beckett former student at Glendale College and employee
Stanth.my Com., !ruin Burbank.
Linda :lune Mathis, junior math major from Fresno, to Frederick
C. Harris. senior math major from Watsonville.
Linda Hargesheimer. freshman elementary education major
from San Jose, to Tom Ferron, jbnior accounting major from San
Juse
Beverly Swartz, SJS graduate, from Hollister, to Thomas
Graham, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior accounting major from San
Mateo. July. 1964, is their wedding month.
Betty Sauer. Alpha Chi Omega, senior English major from San
Bernardino, to Jerry Korengold, Tau Delta Phi, UCLA alumnus and
-ardent at Loyola University School of Law, from Los Angeles. The
pair will be married Nov. 2.
Bernie Magseth, Chi Omega, elementary education major from
Los Altos. to Jim Fuller, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, now in the Navy
Officers’ Training School, from San Bernardino.
Joan Duilak, Delta Gamma, senior sociology major from San
Francisco, to Bob Richards, Alpha Tau Omega, SJS graduate now
*eaching high school, from Sutter Creek. An Aug. 25 wedding is
;lamed.
Sue Haim, Kappa Delta, senior industrial relations and personal
management major from Palo Alto, to Jim Hill, graduate student
:rom Huntington Park. June 15 is the date set.
PINNINGS
Janette Cooney, sophomore nursing major from Colusa, to Dave
ever, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior commercial art major from
Mariposa.
Jan Anderson, Chi Omega, English major, from Redwood City,
to Randy Willoughby, Phi Sigma Kappa, junior business law major.
JUdi Able, Delta Gamma, freshman interior decoration major
from Bel Air, to Frank McCoy, Phi Delta Theta, senior pre-med
major at the University of Southern California.
Yvonne Lemmon, Gamma Phi Beta, junior English major from
Bakersfield, to Vince DeMartini, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, junior
,reative a thing major from San Francisco.
Anne Davis. Gamma Phi Beta, junior nursing major from Anaheim. to Dick Roby, Theta Chi. junior recreation major from Orange.
THETA XI
On the first weekend of spring vacation the brothers of Theta
XI were hosts for a regional conference. Rushing, pledging, national
aresentation and inter-chapter cooperation were some of the
t.1,jects discussed. Representatives from the chapters at U.C.,
Dais, UCLA, Southern California and Stanford were present.
PHI MU
1-S of Phi Mu recently held a tea in honor of their house-
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Readings Set
Peace Union Heads For Today

BLUES SINGER BILL BOHN

Blues Show
Set by Club Support For MUN
Bill Bohn and Steve Talbot,
two of the bay area’s finest
"country blues" artists, will appear in concert Friday night at
8 in Edits), the new Education
lectures hall
The duo will present their expressive idiom with guitars and
harmonicas, in the style of such
blues greats as Lightnin’ Hopkins, Brownie McGhee, John Lee
Hooker and Boddie I Leadbelly
Leadhet ter.
Bohn and Talbott both are currently living in Berkeley. Bohn
is studying English at the University of California while Talbott works for the S.P. as a
switchman. Their specialty is the
area of American folk music
upon which jazz is based, and the
appellation "country" is applied
to distinguish it from the field
of commercial "pop" blues.
Their music is characterized
by an intense, personal quality.
The use of a vocal growl, sudden
falsetto and irregular ryhthms is
an expression of this effort to
achieve emotional communication.

The San Jose’ State Student
Peace Union will undertake a
program of active support of the
coming Model United Nations
sessions at SJS, according to
Brian Paddock, chairman of the
organization.
The SPU will man a booth in
front OT the cafeteria today. to
pass out free "Welcome MUN"
signs anti to distribute information about the world body and its
collegiate cousin.
The peace-oriented campua
group recently unanimously
passed a resolution welcoming
the MUN to San Jose State. The
resolution states that the Union
supports "the kind of diligent
study and free discussion which
the UN promotes," and says that
the MUN "offers an unique laboratory for experimenting with
facts and ideas, and for translating them into the realities of
controversy and communication
through which decisions are ultimately reached."
Other activities planned by the
group include a speech by Associate Professor of Political Science Laurence Mims. and a student debate on the U.N.

Associate Professor of Speech
Noreen LaFarge Mitchell has
issued a special invitation to students to attend the semester’s
second readings by two SJS
classes in oral interpretation.
The readings will be held from
3:30 to 4:20 this afternoon in
the Studio Theater.
Selections to be read include
excerpts from the writings of
Herman Melville, Thomas Wolfe,
John O’Hara, Harper Lee and
others.
Students who will read are
Cirque Wolverton, Janet Whisamore, David Spence, Reger Weiston, and Charles Rubin.
Others on the list are Robin
Tomlin, David Masucci, William
Keller, William Wekluk, and
Ann Willis.
The classes are taught by Mrs.
Mitchell and Dr. Dorothy Hadley
associate professor of speech.

ADS Fraternity Has
New Officer Vote
Alpha Delta Sigma, men’s honorary advertising fraternity, recently elected its annual officers.
Bob Rauh will head the fraternity as president along with Barry Neiman, vice president and
John Azzaro, secretary-treasurer.

BENNER MUSIC
CY 7-7417

S. J. STATE’S
HOTTEST NEW
SPOT...
for
DINING
and
DANCING

gene ,15 cteak Mume
tormrly Anthony s

Complete Dinners
Bar-8-9
16 oz. New York Cut Steak
14 oz. Top Sirloin
Ribs
Chicken
Lobster
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"DEVILS WA NTON’NIGHT IS MY FUTURE"
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THIS’LL BRING
OUT THE SCOTCH IN
YOU LASSIE!
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Hunt Starts
Friday, April 19:
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the penny-pinching price
tag. AND you’ll flip
over the look of this knee

"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
-A GIRL NAMED TAMIKO"

length wrap
Kiltie by Garland ...
carefree cotton plaids for
the clannish ones, wearing

4_1 The Alameda

Y 7TOWNE 3060

$3.50

950 South First Street

OWNEU)7,(-)

14502 Illg Iloilo Way
Po. r Sellers
’OPERATION SNATCH"
Thomas
’ NEVER LET GO"

$$S211.. 897555
$I 95

Includes Garlic Broad, Baked Potato sod Grose Salad with Choice. al
Dressing. Rocsuef.
coff. .1ort-5 Thousand Island On and Vinegar
Milk t5

SIGMA CHI
This weekend the brothers of Sigma Chi will hold their annual
Sweetheart Dance. This year it will be at a resort near Clear Lake
Activities include swimming, horseback riding, golf and tennis.
The weekend will culminate the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi contest
with the crowning of the new sweetheart. Lisa Phelan. current
queen, will be succeeded by one of the following finalists: Arlene
D’Arcy, Chi Omega; Sharon McPhee, Gamma Phi Beta; and Val
Tinti, Alpha Omicron Pi,
CHI OMEGA
Spring pledges into Chi Omega sorority are: Karen Birlenbach.
Colleen Brady, Anna Cornwell, Yvonne Fenders, Kathy Gibson.
Pam Grant, Pam Johnson. Kathy Patten, Linda Staley, Virginia
Watson and Barbara Worrell,
SIGMA NU
The members of Sigma Na are preparing for their biggest social
event of the semester, the White Rose Overnight, to he held this
weekend in Squaw Valley. The White Rose Queen will be crowned
Saturday night from one of the following finalists: Ann Chambers,
Delta Gamma; Dejon Coffin, Alpha Chi Omega; Cathy Grigsby.
Alpha Omicron Pi; Chris Hoover, Gamma Phi Beta; and Mary
Madden, Kappa Alpha Theta.

rille
"DIAMONDHEAD"
"THE LION"

ARATOGA

1884 W. Seill Caries

mother, Mrs. Margaret Adams. Among those attending were alums
and members of the faculty and friends. Plans are now being made
for the Phi Mu Parents’ Weekend, April 27-28. They include a
father-daughter banquet and a fashion show.

north screen

[thunzu

LAY.D AND LISA"

Pageant will be held Saturday.
April 27, at 8 pin in the Romevelt Junior High School auditorium Tickets may be obtained
during any of the weekend actairdies, from any Junior Chamber
of Commerce member or from
such sponsoring firms as Anderson Motors, Courtesy Chevrolet,
ROOK/Atkita.
Lion’s,
Hale’,,,
Spartan Rentals and Blum’s.

I.

Courtship Of Eddie’s Father"
"THE LION"

is invited free of charge to both
showings.
Also Saturday the women can
he seen participating in "Camera
Day" from 1-4 pm. at Frontier
Village. The finalists: will appear
in swimsuits for those who wish
to photograph them. Anyone
bringine a camera with him will
la. :etr
osl for half-priee.
Tinnalt.r *in Jcse

The ten finalists in the forthcoming Miss Greater San Jose
Pageant will display not only
their beauty but the latest in
fashion this weekend.
Five of the finalists are students at San Jose State. They
are Marilyn Miller, Karen McKinney, Janet Ross, Marilyn
Goscila and Jo Waltettntre.
The weekend activity begins
with two fashion shows. Tomorrow’s at 7 p.m. at Roos. Atkins
will feature spring fashions and
the other beginning at noun Saturday at Hale’s will preview the
latest in swimwear. The public
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SPARTAN DAILTS

Apr. 1R 1961

3911 Seek first

sizes 8 to lb.

"CRITIC’S CHOICE"
Bob Hope
Lucille Bell

SPORTSWEAR SECOND FLOOR

"SADDLE THE WIND"
Robert Taylor
Jute London

Spartan Daily
Peacock

Find the Peacock and Win
Two Complete
Shows: 7 and 9:30

r7ailiet and iiAia"

$25
Copies of (lie Peacock odor supplement with Peacock
feathers attached are hidden in a number of San Jose
mores.
See the clue* in the Spartan Daily
Classified Section beginning Friday.
P.I1014

asset iled

se:111 the Sprfen Daily or pertIcipatine ere ineligible.
DecIsion of the SPIPtIbe IhIly Is Thsel,

do
SHOP THURSDAY & FRIDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.
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Pushcart Deadline
Set for Tomorrow

And Even the Rats
Desert Tower Hall

the effectiveness and the structural capability of the animal lab."
said Dr. Calvin W Thornaon, prolessor of psychology.
raced for honors last
Preparations for the 15th an- , centers
Not only has the surprise move
nual running of Pushcart Relays.. year.
upset and "severely retarded’.
A
parade
is
tentativ
els.
schedsorne experiments, including some
sponsored and directed by Lambe
uled to proceed down 7th Street
profeceors working on federally:
Chi Alpha fraternity, are advanc- to the Track Stadium
just prior to
suported grants, but the new locaing with the deadline for sub- the start of the action.
tion is rigidly restricted in size
mitting entry forms set for Friday.
According to Beardslee the paand accessability.
Organizations entering the May rade has lost significance in recent
"Some students may not be able!
to complete needed experiments
10 competition must submit a $10 , years and this year an attempt is
being
made
to
restore it to a staby the end of the semester," said
fee with the entry form, reminds
ture on par with the Pushcart
Dr. Thomson. "Some are going to
Steve Beardslee, publicity director Relays.
have to discontinue experiments."
for the event.
The project and process of movAlthough a race course ha -r’
Rules governing the event, along been set for this year’s cessa
..ng has caused numerous Prob.
with entry forms, are being issued non as yet Beardslee doesn 7
;ems. Difficulties with the new lab
at the fraternity house. 41 S. 13th see much deviation, if anv
location Include such things as
St.
sitside noise interference and inlast year’s cote se, which wa,
side humidity conditions.
Drawings for cart numbers and 500 sards long. Each orzar...!
Much of the equipment used in
parade, lane, and heat positions cart was pushed this i the research is being left in Tower
will be held at a meeting of chair- five pushers -- each puss,: .
Hall basement because there is no
men of organizations entering ing 100 yards in relay fashion.
available mom in the house. Since
competition at. 7 Tuesday rught in
Pushcart winners will be anno plans for demolition have been
TH55.
nounced the night of the event at
announced, the psychology deIts ,T %N.
icL’ IMENTO
Pushcart Relays was inaugu- the Spring Formal. annual ASE
- there to partment is hoping to have access
rated in 1949 with the purpose tif dance open to all students free of
to the equipment.
promoting school spirit throught charge. According to Lee etaa AmThis was the impression John
Moving, with its humidity and
a day of "fun and frolic."
enan, chairman of the Social Af"In the past 14 runings of Push- fairs Committee which sponsors Steinteck’s "The Winter of Our environmental changes, is excart Relays this purpose has been the dance. the event will he held Discontent" left with Dr. Thomas pected to take its toll in new diwell met. In this 15th annual run- at the Sheraton Palace Hotel in C’ Esselstyn. professor of sociology. seases and pneumonia in addition
he said yesterday when he reviewed to various disturbances which
,n I’S’
ning we are lookine
the book in faculty rooms of the have disrupted experiments.
an even greater si.,
"In the strains of rats, colonies
eellege cafeteria.
Beardslee.
Dr Esselstyn points out that lit- the move may disturb mother,
Site te competition. at .i
tle in the book is likable. Some of who may in turn destroy their.
streets in the campus re
the characters, such as the scion of young." said Dr. Thomson.
hood and last year the San’
A large number of student,
an old family who fights his way
County Fairgrounds, will
up the ladder of society, arouse have been affected by the locathis year in the Track Sta.’
ympaths, but none of them can, tion switch. In addition to special
Twenty-seven ora,anizat,
!projects for masters these and
be admired.
fraternities sorerities
This Nobel Prize-winning novel, graduate work, the animal lab is
Cheeseeake in the form of a uirl- written by a new Steinbeck, has its used for staff and classes,
No plans for future residence
setting on the East Coast. and
Automotive Society ,f-the-mtinth soon will be added to
!re pages of "The Rule." magazine deals with the collapse of wealth have been formulated but the idea
written. edited and published bi- and moral precept of its privileged. ;mild hope of a new building for the
monthly la San Jose State engi- according to Professor Esselstyn. Psychology dept. has been men The author is not the Steinbeck meted,
neering students.
A tour, dinner and speech ai the’
In announcing this addition. Don ’ml"Cannery Row", "Grapes of
Ford Motor Co assembly plant in weed.
editor of the magazine, re- Wrath", or "Testate Flats", which
Milpitas April 24 will be the cenports interviews of interested coeds all concern the deprived and povter of discussion at tonight’s 730
will be held at 7 Tuesday evening erty stricken.
meeting in ABM lAeronautics
The book, presenting a study of
in E132.
S.J. Municipal Airport,
the decline and fall ef an old New 0
"Women interested have to be
of the San Jose State chapter of
England family, brings out the
The Arnold Air Sociee.
Society of Aube-mere Enaineers. students and shouldn’t be married. processes of social change.
All members and non-members engaged, or pinned and should-.
"It portrays the general picture ROTC honorary organizat ,,,,, presents e
combat
f
oi
m
ffilms.
’’
wanting to attend this program naturally be good lookine," said
contemporary
America
shocked ractual
must go to tonight’s meeting. re-IWaal! with treachery, fierce and unbend- of Japan" and "Victory in 1.urope"
ports Richard Glad, president of , Highlighting the April issue. ing competition, insecurity, and su- today in TH55 at 2:30,
This is the ninth program in ths
the campus group.
which went on sale this week in perficiality." commented Dr. EsselAir Power series which was deSociety student -members will be the Spartan Bookstore. is "The De - s,n.
able to attend the tour, dinner and clining Engineering Enrollment"
Treachers is brought out in the signed to trace the development
of Aerospace power from its in program free of charge. Non-, an article by engineering student
members will lune to pay $1.501Erving M. Stein explaining an en - sells out his boyhood friend so he ception to the present, said A. (’
for the meal.
!gineering interest survey he con - can benefit socially and financially. Miner, information services office’
Also on the meeting’s agenda ducted among 110 high sehool phyFierce competition is revealed for the Arnold Air Society.
will be discussion on plans to tour sics students in the San Jose area. when the two ancestors
of old New
Food Machinery Corp. tomorross
Also included in this issue are ar- England families are contiunally
and Lick Observatory next Friday, tittles about prestressed tile beams. conniving against each other. Also,
April 26 Three films on the speed bv Doug Gunn; what the U.S. Navy this brings out
the points of inseof sound a dl ho
mserve program offers engineers, curity and superficiality.
,by Chuck Rhinard; and an experiAs for the Nobel Prize the book
ment in brainstorming, by Jack received. Dr. Esselstyn said, "Was
Chamberlain.
it a pretext fir bestowing on SteinPage- !
NaIn addition to technical articles, heck an overdue award?"
tions sesst n April 24-27 must at- the magazine features cartoons,
"Personally, I enjoy the other
tend a training session tonight at feature articles and several pie- Steinbeck, writing of deprived,
7 in E132.
titres.
charming, lovable characters."
By DIANE MAUZY
The rats are on the nto%e!
Some 700 rats, bright and dull
ranging in colors from white to
black have been moed from the
Tower Hall basement animal lab
when a sudden swing isf the pendulurn closed the building without
sufficient advanced notice
Moved by hand in cages in an
emergency measure, the rats are
now located in the old Christian-Y
House behind the cafeteria. The
house was made useable through
the efforts of Buildings and
Grounds who worked over Easter
,
Vacation to prepate the nest
"The move has drastically cut

Nobel Prize Novel
Vividly Creates
’New’ Steinbeck

Cheesecake To Be
Monthly Feature ’
In Engineer’s ’Rule’

Equal Time Promised for Candidates

Radio, TV Major
Replaces Emcee
On Record Hop

KSJS. San Jose State’s FM sta- tion between the school days of te.
Don, will offer equal air time op- day and Monday. April 22. durass
portunity to all student candidates the time period of 5:05 to 5:15 pet
Interested candidates may con.
for the coming ASH elections, tiestudent tact the KSJS station manager
New emcee for Record Hop, a cording to Ronald Graves,
NI
program
otation manager.
director in SD132 for de.
local televised teenage dance proAir time will be providNi for can- tails on available recording
limes
gram, is Stewart Park, a SJS didates to appear on the radio sta., and procedures.
junior majot ing in radio and TV
production.
ARE YOU THIRSTY?
Park, now in his second week
with the show, acted as Ka:TV
Have your taste buds been
deprivel of the exquisite
floor director for 14 months prior
taste of an ORANGE JULIUS/
to receiving his present job.
Why deny yourself this elRecord Hop televises ever)
egant thirst quencher? For
weeknight from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m.
only 15c even Dante would
on Channel 11. The program feahave agreed "it’s a Devilish
tures local high school students.
Drink."
guests of national recording fame
and local talent, according to Park.
ORANGE JULIUS
In addition to hosting the show.
Corner of 1st and San Fernando
Park takes 13 units. One class is
at KSJS, the college’s FM station,
where he reports California news ,
every weeknight.
Park reitlaced Frank Darien.1
who was with the program at its
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.
beginning 4,2 yea’s ago. Darien
decided to devote more time to
Professional Pharmacists
his advertising agency, according
to Park.
PHONE CTratiss 3-7500
"It’s all new, fascinating. and I
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
am enjoying it very much," comSAN JOSE, CALIF.
mented Park.

Moderne Drug Co.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

Nurses’ Signup

"WORK
OF
ART"

AFROTC Group
To Present Films
n Combat Today
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9110nlerey instifole of ...7oreign Studiei
9th Summer Session
7 week session: July 8 August 24, 1963
10 week session: June 17- August 24, 1963

..erareras .0-Zear

One bay cervice

To Discuss Tours

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUHT WITH A50 CARD

Division of Political Arts
Comprehensive programs for upper division and gradnate students combining fundamental courses I Theory of
History or Factors in Social Change) with area studies
focusing on problems of social change in China and Latin
America. (7 units)
Division of Languages & Civilizations
Intensive undergraduate I elementary, intermediate, ad.
sauteed, upper division) and graduate courses in French,
German. Italian, Japanese, Nlandarin Chinese, Russian and
Spanish 16-11 units; combilit,d elementary and intermediate, 16 units). Instruction at all levels by native instructors, in language being studied. Some language houses
available.
of Schools and ColAccredited by the Western
leges as a speciali/ed institution granting the Master of Arts
in Teaching foreign languages and political arts.
For further information, write to:
Director of Admissions

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara

IU.MW131.01:
ing ARe1;

W

All freshman nursing majors are
urged to sign up for fall semester
hi, pit al laboratory assignments by
\1,v 1, 1963, according to Mrs
IS Ion Stevens. associate professor
nursing. Signup sheets are In
!i1;110
eCeees

1111

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
1).0. Box 1522, Monterey, California

293-1030
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Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses .1.
Most men simply think Menthol -Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after -shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who CST blame them if Bracer’s crisp. long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect wee’s’, se remerkshly,
Of course, SOTS WWI may WAR Mennen Sion Bracer becalea
2! this effect
How intelligent,

IFAr

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE
20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

FOR A
OtetTLFR,
SMOOTHER
TASTE

Vintage tobaccos grown, aged, and blended
mild ...made to taste even milder through
the longer length of Chesterfield King.
Mskirli;;;;s7er
e
e a
aOCR

CHESTERFIELD KING
TOBACCOS TOO MILD TO FILTER, PLEASURE TOO GOOD TO MISS

"rA{Zt .TI I sI
ateeseetweee.

ENJOY THE
LONGER
,
LENGTH OS
CHEST ERFIEW
IONO
/

--

ORDINARY LIG/MIMS
CHESTIRFIRD KING
The uneho rif A rhrtferf10111,,me
T.I1OWt Add tO1101$ St it fates
through longer kngth MOMSa
smooth and gentle to your taste.

Pho

AWS Applications
Due 3:30 Today

Saturday SJS Junior
To Attend
Last Day ADS
Meet
o Get Keys

.ni iriaday,

SPARTAN DtILV-5

IS

Arm,

Police Officers Wives Offer Scholarship

,a a
a reset
j..-1
SP!) ssiaralarship.
Tor the San Jose I’ulice Officer’s es si le lair Os.
A! psssa ion must be submitted
Wise": scholarship
on May I Inloriii.irion and appliAny single SJS student va hose naliiiti 314. J:1:;$1.14. in the Dean
erlising
Juni",
Barrs
nt, ( tssa. Adria:Sala
will represent the SJS chap- pannt is a member of the San
of Alpha Delta Sigma this year
-,,ir.....An orientation meeting for all
th e ADS fla tional consention in
Saturday will be last day for stair
eandidates will also be held at 3:301
Ness’ York City.
to obtain the new plastic
dents
11:11 C 11{1..
The riationnl professional adverIn the Union. Purpose of She meet "card keya" for the multi -story ga- tising fraternity will convene at
mg is to acquaint office seekers
rage, according to Francis V. Mc.
at loss loss pricy with election procedure and the
Mahon, college administrative asall stork done by
:Ike, as well as to answer quessistant.
tons.
student’, under
Only 384 students have picked up
Offiees open are: president, first the "card keys" for the garage.
vice president, secoaxl vice presi- McMahon said.
)11i
Ii! 11 ;1
Si ’Ill% V.\
dent, secretary, treasurer, and two I The multi -story garage will open
’,Volt,
IIS Writ num Ft-round. :+1
’
judicial bums] representatives.
only to the new card keys or 25
.
.
Further information concerning cents once the new electric gate
eligibility may be obtained by call- system is put into operation.
rig AWS President Sue Curia at , Students either may buy cards at
297i-6614 or Avon Amestoy, 203- a pro-rated discount or pick them
9680,
up at the cashier’s office. Adm263,
Elections will be held nest Tues. between 9 a.m. anal 5 p.m.
day awl Wednesday In conjunction
The following are the current on RESTAURANT
with ASB elections.
campus parking policies and regut.t0 CR1‘.1g-IN
Lations:

Deadline for submitting app11eat torn, for Associated Women Students’ offices is today at 3:30 pm.
Forms should be turned in to the
mollege Union .

ivatiA

Delattre Discusses
Personal Existence
This Evening at 7

Parking in lot No. 6 (behind
the cafeteria) will be by employee
BARRY NAMEN
permit only up to 3 p.m., after
TUMBLING THROUGH an old issue of -The Rule- while await. . . flies East
which
there
will
be
is
25
cents
per
ing April copies to go on sale in the Spartan Bookstore are
,t,oparking admission charge.
the Biltmor e Hotel Thum:rho
Claudia Hughes, freshman penology major, and Dr. V/ -wren
W. Wood, assistant professor of general engineering. The April
Parking gatecard keys will be Meetings, luncheons, semi nat r,
issue of the engineering studentproducrd monthlyis now
used by student permit holders to lours, and elections will Iasi tire.
selling for 25 cents in the Bookstore.
parking ga- ’Sunday. The convention will
enter the multi-story park
elude ft tour of Batten. Berms
In an attempt to move beyond rage.
Durstin as. and Osborne. one
keys
are
card
Parking
gate
,
the traditional concerns of exAmerica’s larg es t ads es....
be
conwill
and
!non-transferable
agencies.
istentialism, Pierre Delattre will
fiscated when found used by anyNamen was chosen by mar; c-’
discuss "Personal F.xistence and one
the
designated
other than
of the local eh/listed to represa:,.
the Sense of Waitaki’ tonight at , holder.
the group in New York. Expenses
7 in Concert
The two south entrances to the for his trip will be paid by the
’ Delattre will cover four general parking garage are for student per- nat ional organ iza t ion.
Namen was recently chosen ;a
themes: "From the dread of lone- mit holders and 25-cent admission
liness to freedom in community." parking: the north entrance is for vice-president of the local chap"
An art benefit for SJS students sshedules1 this exhibit!. a to raise
for nest year.
-From the automation of life to employee parking only.
rsonsored by San Jose Junior! funds for art supplies lei’ promising
story
the
multi
Parking
in
the
possibility
of
responsive love,"
Woman’s Club. will be held Sunday students majoring in this field.
parking garage between 12 midat 2:30 p.m. in the clubhouse, 75 S.
A lecture. "Evolution of the Bud- "From the hollow man to the life night and 6 a.m, will be allowed
of
encounter,"
and
"From
11th St.
meandha Image," will be given by Dr.
!only with prior permission of the
The club’s art committee has Warren W. Faus, head of the Art ingless to the courage to be."
campus seem it). force.
All
students
are
invited
to
the
Department. Dr. Faus. who has
talk,
sponsored
by
the
lecture
COIL travelcal extensively in the Far
:110w, of
the
United
Campus
. FOR THE
.t, at
Asian art tinder Dr.
ILILTINIATE IN FASHIONS
, a :stay Eske. internationally fa- Christian Fellowship.
Delattre
is
the
direct,’
current
mous scholar of Chinese art, ant
"elks Spumy.
’ J Iti.;ers, director of of the 14th Street Art Center
Dr .1
Bobbin Brooks
Mine Pat
liirector of the Actors’ Repert/s:.
A Ian Arts, UniverLis Porter Ltd.
Theater in San Francisco,
, f
ion.
5,01
455 E. WILIAM * mar 1011 Sterol
From 19719 to 1960 he was diThe lecture will trace the evolu- ssatar of the Bread and Wine Mis- bering 2,700, are functioning ,
Na..
CS *0421
-ASI
tion and symbolism of the Buddha s al in North Beach and was mm- sounding boards for a special
’ survey" conducted yesterday :c.,!
of the Bohemian community.
image with an account ef the life
today in 130 different classes
- Dr. Fre!, ’k C. Dommeyer. and teaching as related to Buddhist
, develop better programs for st,.
head of tb, SJS Philosophy Detents."
art of India and the Far F:ast
partment. will partieipate in a panAccording to Rod Diridon out
el discussion on the subject of "Me- Slides will illustrate exams:as, of
;Pete Briggs. graduate representathis art.
damship" Friday at 8 p.m.
tives, the 80-question survey is
To he held at Friendship Hall,
Tickets will he sold at the ’Saw
!divided into four areas: general
Calvary Methodist Church, Nagler? Admission is $1 for the general
’rims:
ciinsiderall.PILS in de- college administration. campus
and Morse Streets in San Jose, the
sSaping computer circuits will be !service faeilities, student governpiddle and So ront for students.
discussion sill have as participants
ssasi by Richard 13. Hurley in , ment services and general correlalir Paul S Kurtz, clinical psycho].
1, ..-a titled "Trends in Corn. ’ tion cplest ions.
Nisi and Neva Dell Hunter, for .1. s Circuit Design."
The survey. Diridon said. s .1.
/tier journalist anal business woman
I larley, an advisory engineer in be the first samples-type swam.
lush Lynn Cape, son of the in , IBM General Products Divi- undertaken by the ASH on this
cots elairveyant Edgar Cayce, will
an Irevelopment laiswatory in scale and will be "more sophistiserve as moderator
Jose, will lecture tomorrow at cated" than earlier surveys.
. kir resident asAll partieipants are familiar with
/ a.m. in IA240.
! In the preparation stages since
s:is in siTS resiristwe halls fo:.
research in this area of psychical
ha: taught at USC, UCLA early January, the survey will be
13.64 are due tomorrow at Adin !!!!I the University of California, jadministered to students "weightphenomena or have had actual experienee with this ability.
S12.
’stint has published widely in trade ed" according to academic 11-Vel.
Dr. Domineyer also will take
Applieants must he members of magazines and professional Jour- academic area and the time of day
Part in a discussion. "New Diseov- the upper-class or a graduate stu- ! oils as well as being the author most students are on campus.
Results may he available May 1.
fries in the Field of Parapsychol- /sant
i a 2.5 (WA. He must , of two books, "Junction Transistor
A "fill in" survey to balance the
NY.-an Saturdas! in Sacramento base liss .-yarrionee in group liv- Electronics" and "Transistor Logic
ht 8 p.m.
;weighted distribution eat! he conrpialitics of lead- !(’ircuits."
The discussion will be .71! and
held at the Country Club Center s -Stip
The lecture Is open to all inter- . ducted Monday and Tuesday if
to the Dean of
,
n
Auditorium at 3:116 1,11 Camino Ave
needed, Diridon said.
ested per- It,
-

Exhibition Sunday
To Benefit SJS
Dr. Dommeyer
To Discuss
Mediumship’

ASB Conducts
Student Survey

The finest food at inexpensive prices is core{.
our spotless kitchen. Give us a try tonight.
Open

24

hours

W

521

prepared in
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OVER 1023 Etl..laS
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SALE

"It La^2

Spartan Di..T!rkstsre
’Right or. Crtu:ras’
Aeurarit IREITLIFWM"TirA26111111131:111111MIIMAIL

Now a clean -filling, smood:-wrng,
money-saving Parker cartridge peri ...only ’393

Computer Circuit
Design Trends
Lecture Topic

New PARKER ARR(IDW

Dorm Ass!stont
AppEcc/ions Due

v.,0",.z:IcIt wort 3c40044....,

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

’

S

1ACQS
For deliciousness it’s
what’s inside the bun that counts.
And ’/4 pound ground beef
mayonnaise
pickle
lettuce
tomato and
onion add up to a
MIA \14.

1{(;Eii

30
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

Tliis pen ran save sou important money on Cartrudges Ours are BIGGER and last longer each is
stood tor ti Or 9 thousand words,. Rut, even at sou
didn’t save a dime, this pen Vk 011111 he worth the
extra price It’s a Parker.
And only Parker gases you a solid 14K gold point
tipped with plathenitim - one ot the hardest
smoothest alloys ever developed. It should last
you tor years no matter hots much you use it.
The pen won’t leak the was the cheap ones do
It has a built -an safety reservoir, and it must meet
mom ot the weigh speritirations we set for our

PARKER
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F’Arker.

lit’
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with a Parker
ni
rirki, No.prineni{:at
ft
for at
The oust- Parka.r Arrow comes in Wart, dar k IMte,
light blue light gray, and bright red. in oh S a boa, e
ot tour instantiv a tTlar iAhli gait! I 4Is gold points,
ratt-hri-eid no ith iiri tree u arrridon,

Maker of the worhts most %winter/ pens

Fresno State College Awaits
Winter’s Varsity Track Show

Stanford-San Jose irosh
Meet Today at Stanford
hawk
fre,hman
Dean
...A.:ad begins the faat iii ao sue..
anise? if... lilartf.IIVS
1, ,s
ce
i
villa :it It
11’0-.11it
kn ill l.I
P i.
5th -ill he idea! runnine con
the Spantithatte... LaoIt -n-.
tin will
1.1 rig a cournse that
make one of its inf equeet dis iii
pearancen in the past fev% warks.
’.111 k’’-. crew will jaunt to Fresno
State along with the varsity tomorrow. for a meet agairtd the
It !ht....,IV
Situitt I ...hi is knotsit through -

Rex Cawley
Claims AAWU
440 Lead
SAN FRANCISCO - Three nem
...attars and a new eo-leader juniped
tr, fit,t places in the weekly
l’rack and Field rankings
,, ..atition last weekend.
great Rex Cawley, run.
r..:1: back to the fitmi he enjoyed
his sophomore year before suffering a serious leg injury. sped to a
46.5 quarter-mile Saturday to edge
teammate Kevin Hogan from the
iead in that event.
Washington’s Phil Slibuskk, a
I a len t ed sophomore, broad
jumped 24-64, for that I e a it.
Husks Watibuko West non leads
the triple jumpers after he hit
18.3 2 in the
nit
-et.
Stanford’s Larry Questad turned
in an excellent 1.5 clocking in the
hundred in the Stanford-Oregon
meet to intae into a tie with U.St7’s
pair of speedsters, Dave alotals and
Dick Cortese.
Other notable times and distances made this weekend include
an 8:58.2 two-mile by Stanford
sophomore Weym Kirkland:
a
4:01.5 mile by Indian Harry MeCalla: a 21.3 time in the 220 by
USC’,. Dick Cortese. and a triple
jump of 47-11 by Cal’s Todd Gas kill.
still hoping for some w arm
weather to get athletes in top
condition. the AAWI- six member. planned a busy program
this week. California met Sun
Joss. State and .arizona State in
a make-up meet ’Tuesday at
fhrkeley. ii title on Saturday the
Bears alit battle Washington at
Seattle.
!ranford will play host to USC
Lir a clash which should s h
nhich of the AAWU teams is the
strongest dual meet squad. Washington State will be out-of-doors
for the first time this season, competing-, at th-egon State. UCLA
-"itt
hosts
hn what should

out tnick circles
one ot the
fastest cinder paths in the nation. Eresau slate has
titer
mil Sanger is a third. The latter
Is ts here Davi. Stmc ties% to a
20.0 aurld record on the 220
strata-Mass:1y in 1956.
Joe Neff and John Garrison. Br?
Spartans’ middle distance this, it-,
should move uut against Stan:
today. Garrison has a 1:52.4 and
Neff a 1:52.8 helf tulle, which
ranks them 1-2 fuming the nat it tn’s
freshmen.
Garriaon, in his first mile run
at the year, ran a 4:13.0 for the
second best frosh mark in the nation this year. Soft is in tlard
place with a 1 II 6 (-lock-me
Wayne firemen and
Ed
Moody. Spartabahe co-captain
anti Nell. a ill renea their
battle in Du- sprints’. Moody a as
unbeaten In both the Ian and
210 until the last %seek in March.
when Hi -riot-n. a 5-71 pistol. Aliiit
to upset alms in both raees NI all
informal traek meet.
Miller Johnny-c,rme-lately,
Holmes, should find Angell Field
just right for his record quests in
the quarter mile. Holmes. on thi
team for just a month now. ha run a 48.6. This came after only
two weeks of practice, and prompt ed Miller to categorize the spee.tster unto the ranks of the future
world record breakers.
Left slightly in the backgroutal
with the accent on speed of Lit,
is a pole vaulter with the wellknown name of Jim Beam.
No bigger than a quart bottle
of his munesiake, Beam has tale..
cleared 14-0 in the pole vault.
and once missed by a d’
in
Netting it new 5.15 frosts record
of 14-6.
Miller pronounces Beam on target for the new record that has
just been slightly out of reach.
San Jose State shouldn. ,,,- .
too much trouble ii-,
Indians, who have been fa,
College of San Mateo. The S
tans salted the Bulldogs tail, aria
.’an away from them two mom Ii
ago.
Leading the Stanford charge la future great weight man - Bolt
Stneeter, a Los Altos youth who
holds the national prep discus
mak of 1115-4’n.
Stoecker has already thrown
the co1le4e discus li:3 feet. Awl
sernni well on his was at keeping alive the platter parade at
The Farm. when hits,- Weill, the
national collegiate record -holder,
Irradtian, in June.
In the person oi Dave Deultner.
the Papooses hap a future distance dandy. Having to run the
880 mile and two-mile in eich
Sian f .11 d meet kecps him frrern
achieving any gold-plated times.
but he’ll give Neff and Garrison
a real go in all three ltires

Thursday. A

e-st X I: I

Ender the capable guidance of
Cornelius Warmerilam, the Bulldogs aere among the several
teams south of the tiolden tiate
Bridge alto mistreated Oregon
State so rudely on the Beavers
futile trip here in ’I anti. San
Jose State and Stanford joined
in making life miserable for the
The
Oregonians.
once-proud
Spartan
to
iweording
meet,
honcho Bud Winter, may he
up to Friday afternoon
from that evening as was previously scheduled. It’s !wen eold
of late at night in the sulky,
mut both Warmerdatit and Winter %souk’ like to keep their lads
out in the sun.
Sid Niekolas of FSC will givethe Spartans fits in both hurdles
and possibly the broad jump. Nickolas clocked winning times of 14.4
in the 120 highs, 21.7 around the
curve in the 220 against Stanford
and OSU in their rain-doused
track meet at Foothill College’s
all-weather Graastex track.

STATE SPEEDSTER Henry Carr lunges for the tape
as he wins the 220 in a good time of 214 on a soggy Berkeley
frac kTuesday afternoon. San Jose’s Dwight Middleton (not pictured) was second at 21.8 as the Spartans won the triangular
ARIZONA

meet.

The Electronics Invitational Meet
In May 4th has been called off and
will be replaced by a Records Meet
mixing San Jose State’s varsity and
ti.ack team, with the Santa
Clara Youth Village at Spartan
Field.
There were several reasons why
the Electronics meet, that featured
a 16-foot pole vault by Dave Turk
last year, was called off. The main
drawback was that it conflicted

-,

and
’ ’ xms:
’ over Slobodan Galeb in Saturday’s ’62l, Earl Montgomery flat
r,rtUITLR exhibition against the alumni.
John Orognen 061 t.
this S , .1. ’ v t.1 in the opinion
Other lettemwn tabbed as
According to Menendez, the
of e tiica .Iti ,e alenenclez. the
starters are: Ed Ztunot, right
alumni attnds to field a squad
sra
.;i u!I.e a notable
of 13. HOtsrs.r.r. at this wilting,
forward; Eflok Akpan, inside
r
last
fall’s
right and Kingsley at right half.
only seven players have been
eleven.
pair of sophomores whit enlisted.
A
NI en, :ilia 30-man aggregation
Joining Bennett. Montgorners
wijl tune up for its May 3 clash starred on the froth last year.
with Stanford by toying with a Colin Lindores (left fullback) and and ()migrant are Bob Bergman.
vveary hand /,f
:gists alums on Tom Zinther (inside left atm> will Torn Doak, Gordon Huntz and
Tony Zamoto.
1,,t1,all
field at 1:30 be in the starting lineup.
Other starters include Dave Gabor ’right wing. Tom Nagy (left
half I, Byron Kohayshi deft wing t
and Mike Hajian I center half I.
The alumni team is being organized by Les liennrtr ...las, Of

Nickolas also anchors a swift
4.10 relay team. Other
Fsit
standout Eresni. Staters include
Sant Workman, Wile eau go 1st
sip to six events and is in the
low 48 seconds in the quarter
mile. Charles riraig. it 24 -foot
broad jumper and Duane I:Ostenbacti, who has one of the nation’s
fastest 330 intermediate hurdle
times at 37.7.

The Spartans will kick-off their
’63 season on October 4 against
the U.S. Air Force Academy at
&IS. It marks the first time SJS
will compete with a major military
itticlemy in soccer.

feels his Spartans could do against
fleet bunch of Sun Devils on a
warm day and on a good triak.
t’Our 440 relay team can take
Arizona State’. on a hod day,"
deelared Winter. "On a bard
track (Dwight) Middleton could
/ Carr of Arizona
Like
State ssith a short lead Komi;
into the anchor it-g."
Winter praised Lloyd Murad’s
a a 100 ("Lloyd needs a hard track
Bolt
mud",,
on not
run
I.,
a

Golfers Leave
On Three-Day
Southland Trip

timbales."
This may seem like a pessimistic
outlook, considering that the Spartans waltzed through the recent
Western Interconegiates, winning
by Et strokes. USC Was second and
Fresno State sixth in the tournament.
.
But, what ’room is pointing at
here is the home course advantage
the Trojans and Bulldogs will have
"This Is a tremendous disadvantage aga Inst any visiting
Sel1001," declares Vroom. "Both
Fresno and USC know t he
home coursers like the back of
their hands."
John Lutz, winner of the Westerns for the third straight year
will lead a band of improved S.1:-;
linkmen on the trip. Individually,
the team averaged 74 In winning
the Western team trophy.
There will be a tinge of revenge
in the Fresno State encounter. The
,lblogs handed San Jose its Ion.’
i ..,1 match blemish in nine match his year, a 1312-1312 tie on
1.1..rch ’22.
Recent play of Harlan Krantz
. I Gary Plato has added to tn.
am’s strength. Dan James of Ito-:,:a.tans has heen close beli,;,,l
lately in ,-pdatist play.
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Open ’fit
9:00 pin.
Thursday
2 Wools from can’s..
CY 24420

Brown’s best -ever jiaelin tlinak
1 202 feet and Rich Fambrini’s
in the 440, another lifetime 1,,
Danny Murphy’s stomach Ii.:r.
aftei the two mile Tuesday.
!according

to

San Jose

IPBOOK SHOP

twinge" from his serious -Stanford two weeks ago,
"There’s
nothing
to
11,rit..
!about," Winter said.

,

at

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
(across horn Hrl’e

Faculty

&

Movie

Students

&

Still

CY 7-4653

Cameras
Projectors

Supplies
Equipment

. I ,
i0PACC;
A

TEa
IC
* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accesories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
* Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series
osillWallallaaelestlediseeleePotimpeaseemsa

I guess
Have to Hide!
All I did
new A-1 RACERS to
school. You o’ think I
was a star, the way
the girls rms.’: rne.
I’m not concc,:ed
e
...I know .1 c
RACE/IS fans!
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Boneless

Before

top

119 E. San Fernando between 3rd and 4th Sts,

STATE MEAT MARKET

Tender

afternoon.
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at he
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Write’. the
squad won
rn nothing
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Dr, the Spa

339 S. 1st St.

Racers
Corner 4th and Santa Clara

By
Despite

Winter.

Th, varsity golfer, bei:M a hectic three-day road jaunt tomorrow, meeting Fresno State, Southern California and Cal Poly of San
Luis Obispo on successive days.
Jerry Vroom, coach of the
Spartans, comment it
be lucky to win any two of these

Winter isn’t worried that Fresno ’
State will end the Spartans unbeaten dual meet string this year.
-list has toppled Stanford. OklaArizoroi
State,
.
Oregon
7. ;Ind California among more
’ride dual opponents,
.1
on the contrary. Winter is
:in 2,, c.
dtigine over
it..
,’
Cal and Arizona
with big relay meets on the West
,,,Ad at Berkeley Toes-i.,
Coast at that time.
-’s paint -blank about a ,
But for fans who were thinkim,
of coming out to the Elect ronins tn vitational there will be plent%
SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
possibly noire thrills to keep :
San Jose Book Shop Has for You This Week
applauding all aftet noon.
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1:71. NOW
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Wedding cakes, party pastries.
birthday cakes and pies.
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FloeSan Jose’s finest independent
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San Jose Records Test
A New Track Meet

Spartan Soccermen Tackle Alumni
In :77,0:ng Opener Here Saturday

pin Nt,
%tall he rharged.
lour returnitei lettermen. and
Iliiek ot ma talent headed by
ot San
ollegi
former (As
Craneista..111-Anwecan
KorIm., gives Menendez is prorniaing
biking aqual tor the 1963 sea "on.
Kortais amt all -conference halfback Dia, Kingsley will be 01,captainin. ’1- Spartans.
V II 1 .r. . a %vis dile full he
noo
V(’ -

,1 18, 196:t

Its It %NB: NEWHOI
Oretat -1p, State, conytai ,
net State, will be the na%. selecit at on Sim Just- State’s dual
aeet menu, %%inch has seen a
I..% choice track teams go under
Ito* knives of the hungry Spartans
’ this season.
The Bulldogs are gaining more
!lack emphasis than ever before in
its history, including the days
when sprinter Mike Agostini
Trinidad entered in I. the fir,’
blitzes on Mel Pattt tn’s form.
world Irkr-yard dash mark of 9.3.

Nett
Easy
Over

321

How to be colorful -without overdoing it

FAME
FAII
Golf

S. 1st St

A Full Line of 26.36
A-1 Tapers . .

Fon

g
WITH COI
(Se s.,
,1010
’717.7PIrr

LoRmAt

Netters Post
Easy Victory
Over USF

Spartan Baseball Story:’Thur6dav
Fair Pitching, No Hits

A7:11t7A12196D41"
Specializing in All Styles at

Hark’s Barber Shop
riEr.; f WATANABE
293-0705
148 B. Alma
Open Tues.-Sat. 9-6

By DAN McLICAN
respite the prediction of a very
Butch Krltoe match by coach
Jose State tennis
San
the
korian,
soul won every singles match
a nothing an easy 7-2 win over
of San Francisco
tile University
Courts yesterday
on the Spartan
afternoon.
of
The match was a make-up
cre that hail been rained out last
month. The two squads clash again
in San Franits afternoon at 2:30
Before the match, Krikorban
suggested that the outcome
might depend on the health, or
lot of the same, of No. 2 man
,ordvstrou(l. Stroud played
singles, and came from behind to
top Tony Sison, 4-6, 6-3, 6-3.
In the top dash of the day, No.
I man Dick Drake topped Don
are Bill BIOS, 6-4, 6-2. The win
oadd be con.sidered a mild upset.
as Eavis won the singles title at
the league finals last year.
Stillson Judah, who won the allcollege badminem title Tuesday
night, had to extend himself in
the first set, but defeated Jim
Garcia, 9-7, 6-4.
Bob Adams beat Don Coughlin, 6-2, 64, and Rich Gugat
whipped Norm Sauer, 6-1, 6-2.
No. 6 man Larry Draper won
by default when the Dons appeared with only five men. USF
also defaulted Its third team
doubles match.
San Jose lost both of the doubles
matches that were played. Drake
and Draper won the first set 6-4,
but dropped the next two 6-1, 7-5,
and lost to Eavis and Sison. Sison
looked very good in the match,
consistently dropping in perfect
placements. Judah and Adams lost
to Coughlan and Garcia, 8-6, 6-2.
Friday the Spartans are at home
min, entertaining Cal Poly of San
Luis Obispo on the Spartan Courts
at 2 p.m. The freshman play host
to Hartnett College Friday at 2:30
pm. on the same courts.
Monday the Spartans begin a
Southern California trip, playing
the top team in the country, USC,
oil p.m. in Los Angeles. Tuesday!
the squad tangles with Pepperdine
College at 2:30 p.m., also in L.A.

THE ALPS ...made

TV4i; Pt.’?

CHALK UP ONE for the opposition as an unidentified Lou Angeles State players scores from
third on a wild pitch in the recent L.A. State
Easter Baseball Classic. Spartan Pitcher Bill Dew -

son is shown waiting for the throw from catcher
Rich Green. San Jose lost the game, and were
1-3 in the tourney.

Commissioner Rozelle
Suspends Paul Hornung
NEW YORK (UPI)
Paul
Hornung of the Gteen Bay Packers and Alex Karras of the Detroit Lions were "suspended indefinitely" today by Commissioner
Pete Rozelle of the National Football League for betting on grimes.
Rozelle fined five other players
$2,000 each.
He also levied a $4,000 fine
against the Detroit Lions, and explained that the indefinite suspensionsout o Hornung
could not possible be reviewed
"before 1964."
Hornung, the gridiron "golden
boy" from Notre Dame who led
the league in scoring three
times, was slapped down by Rozelle for betting on pro and
college games and for giving a
friend "specific information concerning NFL games for betting
purposes."

Jeff Fishback, San Jose State’s! no competition by which to imquiet track captain, left Tuesday i prove.
nide for Miami where he’ll join
"The steeplechase comes easy
lici! fellow Americans who’ll corn- for me," Fishback said in the same
lee in the Pan-American Games soft-spoken manner he always uses.
e Sao Paulo, Brazil, April 20.
"With the right mental attitude, I
Flthhack, a thin senior from think I can improve my time in
’at Mateo, was selected along Brazil."
with George Voung of Arizona as
In the hot, humid climate at
lige-meter steeplechasers on the
Sao Paulo, which is latitudinally
American team. Jeff plisecd seelocated 25 degrees south of the
nd the 1962 N(’AA championEquator, Eishback till flnel conqtlps eith an 8:53.7 Hocking.
ditions Just perfect for is hette;er
shirk Is the San 4016e State riregoals he has In mind.
nrd for the event.
Sari Paulo is on the eastern coast
Jeff is confident he can lower of South America, just west of Rio
’^.at record considerably. "I should de Janiero. His selection came at
under 8:45.0 at the Pan -Am the peak of a noteworthy track
Games," he said.
career.
Jett Was an All-American two
The presence of Young, the
American citizen record holder at years ago on the Spartan cross136.0, could help Fishback chop country team. Last fall he finished
nose to 10 seconds off his hest 16th in the NCAA championships,
mark. Young is an Olympic Games as Dean Miller’s Spartans were
rompetitor. and ran for the United overall team victors.
States against the Russians last
Although a senior, he still has
!.mmer.
one more seahon of err...F.-I-mintry eligibility to go. Jeff garFl.hback has been a two-miler
nered another Ail -American rathsr the Spartans this season,
and
ing for his steeplechase efforts
has run the steeplechase only
hut spring.
Mee. Ile %seen the one-ndle steeIn San Jose’s big triangular win
plechase In the Golden (hap in Arizona State and California
over
choir
and ran the threeTuesday at Berkeley. Jeff won the
Nile version of the
race in a
two-mile in 9:13.7. The rare was
5:92.0 winning time at the
Interin a heavy downpour on a track
run
Mrim

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50c

FOS GUTH PISS
WITH Otaey OF THIS AD
3" Si.
Hendee eschodeee
se..-i..91_14 II TULLY enan

DEFECTIVE

P.TCH1NG
Indi% tdual alai team statist les
Cl.,..
IP
II B W L ER
for San Jose State’s 21 baseball 0,
a/. /6 lb 3 4 21
games ehow that, while Spartan Dawson
56
54 28 1 5 3 69
23V., 24 IS 1 3 3 03
pitchers have been doing an ade- McGowan
Ardis
le
20 IS 0 1 6 OC
4i,
quate or good job, the hitters have Lucas
6 4 0 I 625
1(,,11
5’
9 10 0 1 1l I
have failed to produce.
bot
4,1 le 14 0 2 70 92
SWIFT fir-4(
The Spartans have only 131 hits
TOTALS
174
149 111 5 15. 4 le
in 647 at bats for a .202 team bat- *One tie rpm.
ting average. The pitchers hese a
combined earned run average of
4.18.
BINOCULARS
ALL NEW 193 CARS
Reserve catcher Dave Doak
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
AT LOWEST PRICES
leads the SJS squad in battiri:.
AT BETTER STORES
Factory Warranty Dealer’s Serv;ce
with a .333 average. Doak ht!
AI60 used cart at
Cep low C1,<Count
three runs batted in, yet has made
Cell 3411-4259
(Rdwood City)
,
only six official appearances
the plate.
Outfielder
Kick
Buschini
heads the regulars with a .320
aserage. Carl Fisher, ’a I, has
played both first base and the
outfield, is the RBI leader with
Handmade Imported Bout’. fu he Outdoor iv:in and Woman
six. Fisher also led the team in
this department Last year.
For Men or Women, 56000
Brown It,.’ an SJede, soft
Utility infielder Gary Vice has
wili
and
scored six runs, to lead the squad
ct,t1. or 1.10,-,1 For Pork
in this department. Vice also leads
C, trt..rgor h1,1,ng
Tong, and Ccortor for
in stolen bases, with five.
extrern comfott
at the
Pitcher Jim Visher, 3-4, has the
0r1
Vbrom lug sole .
best ERA on the squad 2.31. He
N 0,1
6 to
Lactos N
also leads in innings pitched, 62
le I 1S.zes i 3 to la
1/3, strike outs, 62, and wins.
Bill Dawson and Phil McCowan
have identical 1-3 records. Bill ’
Ardis, Dave Lucas and Larry
Krenzin are each 0-1. while Jerry
Guibor is 0-2.

174_,

Karras, 250-pound star tackle
from the University of Iowa who
admitted betting on games in a
national telecast, was suspended
for betting and off-the-field associations with "individuals described
by Detroit police as ’known hood"
The five Lions fined by Rozelle
were guard John Gordy, defensive
back Gary Lowe, linebackers Joe
Schmidt and Wayne Walker, and
end Sam Williams. Rozelle said
they each made a $50 bet on one
game through a friend of Kartas.
The Lions’ club mei fined
$2,090 on each of two colints
failure to make the Detroit
poliee report known to tile
league office promptly and allowing "unauthorized individuals
to have sideline. passes and

Jeff Fishback Heads
For Pan-Am Games

’leg attacks his specialty once a
. he sets up hurdles around
’( Spartan Field oval
and goes to
tsrk Hr. prarttres
by himself --not
-oo lake a
(-rack at the steeple.
which &Hoots him little or

7

JEFF FiSHBACK
. . . track captain
as slick as a greased skating rink
Jeff’s performance in dismal conditions indicates the Sao Paulo trip
will give him a chance to show his
real ability. Bud Winter. Spartan
coach, readily agrees.
"Jeff will come back from Brazil a eltanged man," said Winter.
"The warm conditions, g o is d
track an d International talent
should have a marked effect on
him."
Fishhack stressed that there are
more Americans needed to run under 8:40.0 in order to catch up with
the rest of the world. He sees Jim
Beatty as the only American to
make a challenge in 1,500- meter
events and upward in the 1964
(Nymph, Games.

.OPEN
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United Radio and T.V. Supply
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16’
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sit on the Lion’s bench during
games."
Rozelle also announced that he
still is investigating charges that
Cam oil Rosenbloom, president of
the Baltimore Colts, het on league
games "during a period eight to
ten years ago." Rosenbloom has
denied the charges.
At the same time Rozelle cleared
II:
081
from any guilt certain players
OV.
who were mentioned "in highly
.0C’
00!
publicized accounts of rumors or
s0’..
partially developed facts."
_
TEAM TOTALS
M7 54 131 37 2:,
Ro7A111. said "Inferences were
leutelished" that tackle Bob Si.
Clair of the San Francisco Forty
Nine’s "closely associated with
gammen, in controlling scores of
gamest."
The commissioner said the investigation showed only that St
Clair once lost money in an "II
venture in which some of the
others involved "had undesirable
Stillson Judah, represent III
iia ckgr ouni is."
"St. Chair’s sole enor was in Sigma Kappa, won the all -co, .!
not more carefully exploring the badminton crown Tuesday eve business opportunity offered him." ning, topping S. K. Tan in the fin Rozelle. "There is absolutely, ala,15-3. 15-9. Judah is a member
of the San Jose State tennis team
no evidence of wrongdoing on tine o
Judahh
reached the finals
’i
part of St .
Clair."
Fullinwk Kick Casa rest of the beating Man Id Thutiyakul, 11- t
,id. ..has 11-2. Tan heat table tennis champ
chieag.
been n llllll red as having a close Kwang-Lee Au, 11-0. 11-4 in the
semi-final
nd.
aSSOCIIITion With gambling eleTwo-man volleyball rent ries
ments, eta perating with them in
are due today, while co-ed taovontrolling scores of games, and
man volleyball and golf entries
old :mining sizeable loans from
are due Friday’, aceording, to In them.
"The league investigation devel- trammul Director Dan Unruh.
oped no evidence to support such Entrants must list the earliest
linty they can start. These eneitarges." Rimelle said.
Rozelle also said retorts that tries are due by noon, he %aid.
In fraternitN .oft fp:di action t-Wayne Walker and end Thirds Meoard of the Lions "traveled in day! Sigma AiPha F:Psik’n r’’
,ompany" with "known hoodlums" Sigma Pi on fieki one. Pi I,.
Alpha and Delta Sigma Phi VIP in.
\vere "erroneous."
field three, Delta Upsilon meet.
Theta Xi on field four. Theta Chi
tangles with Phi Sigma Kappa on
field five, and Lambda Chi Alpha
According to head football and Sigma Phi Epsilon meet !rr
coach Bob Titchenal, all varsity field six. All games begin at 3:47+
grid members should attend it pm.
In Tuesday’s games. Sigma Chi
meeting in the South Campus
topped Theta Xi, 11-5: Delta Sigeri
lecture room this afternoon at
Phi whipped Sigma Alpha Epsilon
3:30.
Ph!
Players unable to attend are 114-7; Pi Kappa Alpha heat
Sigma
11-4; Della UPsillot,
requested to Vontact Titchenal
handled Sigma Phi Epsilon. 14 -ii!
before the meeting.
and Theta Chi heat Lambda CI-.
Alpha t-1

Stillson Judah
Wins College
Net Tourney

EUROPE i
PNAWN1;
STUDENT TOURS
Tone .rr
’
in the air arr ^- - -all the co-’

CALL Cr 3-1C3I
-m

travel agency

60 NORTH FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE

Football Meeting

Soft Drinks ON TAP

PIZZA

Enjoy
for study breaks
for parties
for dinner

CUGGINO’S PIZZA

330 South 10th Street
MAYFAIR BE SUP
An SJS

Special:

Parts

Expert

Accessories

ficpoirs
on All
Models

BIANCHI 12 SPEED
DERAILER, from . .

Open 4-12 p.m. daily

’Til 2 am. F-ri. & Sat.

Closed Wednesdays

P.S.: We Deliver

Call CY 2-8119

S6495

Dealers for

Schwinn

H,001

Elastic ties, reg. 29c. now 19c

Come in today and sec our complete stock of bikes

862 No. 13th Street
nes r

ELECTRONIC PARTS I HI Fl EOUIPMENT

HITTING
Player
Dave Doak, c
Rick Buschini, of
Gsim Boggs, 25
Carl fisher, of,lb
1311 Bloodgood, of
Phil McGowan, p
John Jorivich. of
Jim Visher. p
Steve Chen, 2b,lb
Gary Vice. ss.26.3b
Rich Green, c
Bill Dawson, p
Argus} Smith, of
Ron Lindnman, ss
Gary Gresham, is
Miles Yamamoto, of
Lon Rornro, 216.15
Phil Proski. of
Torn Van Amborg. lb
Bill Ardis, p
Ken Takahashi, 3b
Jerry Guibor.
Phil Ertl, c
Larry Kremin. p
Dave Lucas, p

by FABIANO

in

Phillips

Sorw,
rm.* r,nr
Spec."’ D.hrr.unt ...Ind for

Bianchi
r,.,rrlry
Ssudo nes

Moyle& gike Shop
894 E. Santa Clara at 19th Street.
-- - - -
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-
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Instructor, Graduates
Attend Psychology Meet

April 30 Deadline
For Overseas
Class Applications
1:fornla

its JOHNit ..1Arsox

State Col
Shoshone Indian campsite
0 cis isroeram has esters.
’ft tiling grounds were disA lane SJS faculty and gradu- stirs are attending the conventiou
,cat ion deadline to Ape.
sass! in Death Valley last week
ate stUtielll delegatisin. hoping to as group speaker.: to present their 30 and has added a university to
iv advanced students in Field
cover every aspect, is attending the. research.
, the project.
ettalies in Natural history, Dr.
43rd annual Convention ot thel
Dr. Asher. in addition to his
Dr. Thomas P Lantos. statewide
uiii Harvey. schotil dinctot, said
Western Psycholueical Asss seta lion chairmanship duties, will discuss coordinator of the overseas stud>.
’WPM today through Sisturstsy at
V11/113, subjects- a new meas- said the new deadline applies to all yesterday.
Information about the dist:mei),
the Miramar Hotel in Santa ’Mon- ure of meaningfulness in verbal three of the programs scheduled to
ica.
learning and evidence for "genu- be held in the fall in France. Ger- has been submitted to Dr. William
Wallace (if the Anthropology De"Most research to be discussed is ine" one-trial learning.
many. Spain and a newly added
partment at the L’nieisity ot Caliabout two years advanced of pubMichael R. Meeker. assistant pro- program in cooperation with the
lication." said Dr. Jay T. Hi.11,11P.11’. tesssir of psychology. and Dr. Cal- International Graduate School of fornia. Dr. Wallace is studying thei
professor of psycholegy and WPA vin W Thomson, professor of psy- this University. of Stockholm. Swe- ilistribut ion of the Shoshone Italian
tliiPtiUiTiCfl(,
secretary -treasure!.
i.11.1..gy. will speak on the effect of den. Students wishing to lotend the iii list’
The 28 advanced students, led by
Dr. James J Asher. ess.iciate post -Trial administration of cholin- Stockholm progeim must be gradDr. Don Balcom, associate prosamirpsyctailti..:y.
protessor
ergis agents on maze learning sit uate students or going into graduti -snot’ of physical aeience, made
man of a sy nips Kill111 of psycholiiiate status. Their major field must
bright and dull rats.
another major diseovely when
guistists. The symisssium will exbe
in
the
social
sciences
or
in
nelsorting on a four-year !orielthey surxeyssl the dist: ibution of
plore the merger if linguist is and
tudini,1 study of ideoli igy. changes some closely related discipline. The a very tare plant, Tetraeoccus or
psychology as relabsl to the desten1
official
language
will
be
English.
I
in college groups andin non-college
holly-leafed spurge.
of experiments in verbal hetet\ am
Selection among the applicants!
control groups will be Dr. Walter
"Nineteen specimens of Oils
lanetiag’$ learnine 1w -children and
wiII
be
made
on
the
basis
of
acaT Plant. professor of psychology.
plant were found on the eastern
adults and the perception of speech.
demic.
linguistic.
and KT-Si/MI! quid-,
Dr. Keith W. Johnsgarie associside of the monument.- Dr. HarOne of the participants in the
ification.s. It is specified that apsymposium. Dr. Edith C. Trager. ate professor of psychology, will plicante must have upper di% ision ’ vey said. This was significant, he
associate professor of English and discuss inferred identification. neu- or graduate standing at the begin- said, because only 15 specimens
SJS structural linguistist. has con- rotic self-devaluation and the se- ning ot the 1963-64 academic year ..vere recorded in 1936, the last
me the area VS dn. surveyed.
ducted experiments with seyenth mantic differential.
and must have a grade point averDeath Valley is the only place,
Performance decrement and in-, age of 3.0 or better for two se.ne-grate students.
.n the weld were the Holly -leafed I
Dr Trager observed that when cerVive in monotonous work will tees of work prior to next lad
;isuree grosa.s. Dr. Flurvey con- !
the children merely listened Ii the be discussed by Dr. William N. Me-1
Applicants must be able to
iRussian words for 13 minutes a day Bain, associate professor of psy- onstrate proficiency In the langu- firmed. The survey of its distilbution is now being written and!
for six days the pupils pronounced ch. ilogy.
age (4’ instruction at the host uniwill be transmitted to the Nilthe foreign words like native RusDr. Ilarold Richardson, associate! versity.
tional Park Stet-% let..
sian speakers. The observation re- profess it’ id psychology, will report
Information
a nd
merlication
lates to the question of whether on the utility of a new method for forms are as
VISIT MINE
in the Dean
NM% language students shi.uld be- predicting college grades. AdditheiThe advanced group also found
Students Office, Adm269.
gin by listening but not by speak- ally Dr Richardson will join a pria.
the Lost Burro gold
ing.
lessor from the University of Ill
ht. northern end of the
"Psycholinguistics is an exciting’ nois in discussing the predicting
near Death Valley
and opportune new branch," said academic achievement with Ow
Scotty’s Castle. Some membeis of
Dr. Asher.
MMPI method.
1.c, group gathered ore samples
A number of other SJS profeslot* souvenirs, Dr. Harvey related.

Spartaguide
TODAY:
S-CTA: Al:
leaders for Career Day meet in 116.
7:30 p.m.

Amateur Radio Club: Meetti in
IA210, 3:30 p.m.
Flying 20’s: Film at meeting in
cafeteria room A. 7:30 p.m.
Model U.N.: Paces for April 24- ,
27 convention meet in E132. 7 p.m.
AFROTC: Etiquette Seminar. LN630. 7:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Assn.: Competitive swimm;ng at 4:50 p.m;
basketball at 7 p.m.: Women’s
Gym

American Chemical Societ y :
Speech on nuclear magnetic resonance: discmsion of tomorrow’s
field trip: S164, 1:30 p.m.
HMO: Discussion of the Jewish
viewpoint on
Union, 8 p.m.

marriage:

College

Salmi Firesides: Meets in HE].
7 p.m.
TOMORROW:
Balkan Alliance: Dance lessons
RT 7:30 p.m.: Kok, party, 8:13 p.m.:
Wrimen’s Gym.

Women’s Recreation Assn.: Tomtling. 3:30 p.m.. Women’s Gym.
Tri-C Club: Spring Retreat at
Home Lake: meet at Third and
San Antonio Streets.

500 High School
Students To Atte nd
SJS C areer Day

Post-Grad Work
forms AvailaNe

Philosophy Club
To Hear Reading
Phenomenology

Field Study Students
Find Indian Campsites

Cafe Capers

Itit. cafeteria when Cafe Caper,
piesetits SJS singers Sheri..
and Paul Ziegler.
,itiletoth,gy as Lingua,
capers is presented
it.,
Merleau-Ponty," it,
eeks by the Social \h fat’.
Coe.
, paper to be read by Sas ’t Itttt

v. ills by the Death Vier
weir lessened
-hones
moup in Titus Canyou. They also
eiurneyael to the northein end of

Foreign Student
Scholarship Set

Sprrial Stuilrrit Hates

a

project

of

the

1

Relations Committee of
the San Jose Junior Chamber of
CUTTUllette.

national

will

International
be

made

on

Week

PAUL’S
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Greeting Card Shop

in May.
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Studio Cards

Cards for all Occasions
Wedding Invitations

The awarmt. to la. presented during

CAMPUS
MANAGER

Plenty of leads. No Invest.
men*. We train you. Excel.
lent Summer opportunity.

Inter-

tail

Vol. 50

To

Mother’s Day
t Cards

to a deserving foreign Slit’
dent is goal of "Peace Corps At
Home,"

A Complete lime of Parts I Assfitetiet
3rd 1 San Salvador
Phone 713 PAT
Almstionra Tires - T. V Ai-tenses
Howard Zink Seat Cu,,..

RESPONSIBLE YOUNG
MAN WITH SALES
EXPERIENCE TO HELP
TRAIN AND MANAGE
COLLEGE SALES PEOPLE

Presentation of a $100 scholar-

flu

liii

NOW IT’S 1140 AUTO SUPPLY
(Formerly Urri Auto Supply)

l’IA111TEIN
MODERN OFFICE
NIACIIINES CO.
293-5283
12.1 E. San Fernando

ship

ka’s gix’ech
pet Sitturd

nat

major .111.1y Saltinicti

ow night’s meeting ot
at ti ii,
the monument to see the "race
track" area, witere the wind! Phi Sigma Tau, philosophy hobo,
slide rocks IlltlY/Sti this flat area. society.
The beginning students in Dr.: The meet will be held at the
S.
Arnold Applegarth’s trail groups home ot Robert Wagers, 752
saw the sidewinder anti panamint Ninth St.. at S pm. A short busimeeting, vital to the interests
tattlesnalte, us well as chuckwal- ness
organization, will folio,.
las, iguanas. gekkos and kale:arts. of the
rats, Mrs. Dorothy Ellis, school the reading, according to Dr. 11.A.
man Shapiro. Club adviser.
secretary, reportetd.
members are urged to attend aar
"The extra effort by such people
inyone with :um interest in philoas Camp Director Byron Bollinger
is welcome.
hy phy
and School Seerefa I y
Ellis, along with the instrilt10.11.11
staff, made the entii.
success." Dr Hervey c
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and ability and financial need.
A committee of Junior Chambel
The "repeater" or second -year of Conanaerce members, along is....
. college administrators, will
:mem was headed by Dr. G.
McCallum and Dr. Robert Rhodes. Ills’ select i on and present
w
McCallum is on leave as head aanl.
Interested foreign students mm)
tit the S.IS biological science defeirtment t o work a s research ars- pick up at/Mc:111.ns from P10Myst to Chancellor Glenn Dumke lessor Phillip Persky,
ot the California State Colleges. dent adviser, in AslIn2o1
I sr. Rhodes, former member of the today. Deadline for :the., .
natural science faculty, is now ! is May R.

Students who plan to graduate ,
I
in June 1963, and wish to return
: a the fall for post-erad uall(
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at file an "APPlicalion ler Admission s to th e Grasiiiat e Diet s :ass "
Prior to Atig
des’s me
196:1.
matter that the student may wish
to take courses withinit a definite
Five hundred area high school, objective. an application is sill reseniors are expected to attend the quired, since a student loses his dean of instruction at Long Beach
Annual Career Day at San Jose "Continuing Student" status upon 5’ tile College.
State Mons’ Gym on Saturday from the successful cotnpletion of his
A trip to Beatty, Nev., to visit
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
fluorite mines in southern Nye
undergradoate studies.
Career Day, sponsored
County was a highlight of the reThe form, for students who have
Student -California Teachers’ Assoinot already submitted one for the peater program. Fluorite is used
ciation Chapter 1S-C-TA at SJS, Is
I fall semester, is aailable in the in the manufacture of steel, ache Id to familiarize prospective 1(1MitiSi011ti Office. Adm11.2.
cording to Dr. Harvey.
Applifreshmen who are Interested in
cations received rifle,. August 10
SYMBOLS onsb:nYEn
teaching as a career with San
tb ,yrnbols and
will not he considered foi the fall
Petmeiyphs
Jose’s program of teacher training.
Ti, canyon
drawings
made
semester.
Guided tours around the campus
will acquaint the students %kith
SJS. stated Dan Nielsen, public’
chairman for SJS S-CTA. Featur.-1
speaker will be Dr. William .;
Sweeney. dean of education, olio
will discuss new legislation affecting education in general and freshman education majors in particular.
The new Fisher Bill will be one of
the main topics discussed.
Interested S-CTA members who
would like to guide students around
campus or act as discussion leaders
.-tir the day are requested by S :TA members to attend a meeting
tone,ht at 7:30 in 1:36.
All interested students are invited to attend the meeting on Saturday, stated Nielsen.
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Kick up your heels in the new Adler Shape-Up cotton
sock. Nothing gets it down. The indomitable Shape -Up
leg stays up and up and up in plain white, white with tennis
stripes, or solid colors. No matter how much you whoop
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